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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
This portfolio of compositions includes three works. The first composition is a choral 
work called "Rain". I tried to explore the harmony and word painting in this piece in 
二 order to express the emotion in the poem with music. The second composition “String 
Quartet No. l" shows the relationship between the techniques of strings and the timbre 
generated. The timbre of this piece varies when different techniques are used. The 
third composition is written for a double wind orchestra, titled as "The Ferris Wheel 
Fantasia". In order to provide an imagination aura, I tried to feature on the motivic 
development and the change of colours in this piece through different combinations of 
instruments. 
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Rain 
For SATB Choir and piano 
MAN Lai -yan，Li via 
關勵欣 
I December 2005 
\ i \ ] 
\ 
“ R a i n ” Kwan Lai-yan, Livia 
Poem by LO Chung-huen, Circle. 
Instrumentation： SATB Choir with Piano accompaniment 
Programme notes: 
Written by Miss LO Chung-huen, Circle, the poem "Rain", which shares the same 
name of this piece, serves as the lyrics of the music. Being obsessed with the beauty 
of words since her childhood, Lo has devoted much of her time into writing poems. 
To express her deepest gratitude to a special friend who has brightened up her life, Lo 
put it into words in a refined and poetic way, making it especially dedicate to the one. 
The poem, from which readers would be witnessing a bitter experience, is indeed a 
portrayal of the relationship between a maiden and her beloved one. The maiden 
missed her lover so much that she imagined herself as a cloud, who later transformed 
into drops of rain. Having gone through the process of evaporation, the maiden turned 
into a rainbow from fluids. Though knowing that self-sacrifice would not be paid, she 
still took her lover higher and performed as a bridge in the form of a rainbow, 
watching him go for his desiring future with sorrow. 
This piece is in three sections, with all of them linked together, forming a 
transformation of rain. The first section introduces the flowing movement of clouds in 
the sky, which somehow reflects uncertainty, mystery and desolation. The depiction of 
rain is then followed, forming the second section. To imitate the presence of heavy 
rain, hemiola is employed in different voices. It is then followed by the last rainbow 
section, which constructs the climax of the piece. The adoption of a full choir in later 
part symbolizes hopes of the maiden's lover have been fulfilled. Though the choral 
part does lead to treat it as an ending, the piece actually concludes with a hopeless 
female voice and a motivic recurrence of the piano part. 
i (This work is commissioned by The Cantacore Society in 2006 with sponsorship from 
CASH Music Fund.) 
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Letter of Authority 
21 August, 2006 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
I, Chung-Huen Lo, authorized Livia Kwan to use my Chinese 
contemporary poem "Yu" in her composition. 
Sincerely, 
Chung-Huen Lo 
Note: “Yu” is equivalent to "Rain" in any case of use. 
{ 雨 • 》 
盧么IS -詞 (Rain) 關勵欣曲 
L0 Chung-huen,Circle fpremiered by the Cantacore Society on KWAN Lai-yan, Liv.a 
11 February, 2006) 
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Kwan LaUyaUj Livia 
April 2006 
" S t r i n g Q u a r t e t N o . V ^ Kwan Lai-yan, Livia 
； Programme notes: 
This piece is mainly divided into three sections, with a single motive that recurrently 
appears throughout the music. 
The first section Allegro con brio is preceded by an introduction which prepares 
stability for the entry of the first section. The first violin plays an important role after 
the introduction. It is the first instrument accompanied by the other three parts 
rhythmically, bringing out the motive of this piece. The viola and cello then take the 
lead in this section. 
The second section aims to unleash different sounds of the strings, which include 
techniques like pizzicato, harmonics, ricochet bowing, sul ponticello, sul tasto, 
multiple stops, Col Legno, etc. The exciting valido section follows the slow 
harmonics section. It fully demonstrates brilliant and powerful sound of the 
instruments with the use of multiple stops. 
The last section is comparatively harmonious, with signature recurrence of the motive 
in all parts. Before the music ends, a brief reminiscence of the opening is inserted, 
after which it concludes with a warm and peaceful major triad. 
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KWAN Lai-yan, Livia 
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The Ferris Wheel 
Fantasia 
For Double-wind Orchestra 
KWAN Lai-yan，Livia 
June 2006 
"The Ferris Wheel Fantasia，， Kwan Lai-yan, Livia 
‘ Programme notes: 
Ferris Wheel, which I consider as the most ideal aura for imagination, allows me to 
fantasize freely and wildly about unreality. Inspired by a ferns wheel in one of my 
previous drawings, I have this work accomplished to depict my thoughts gathered 
when I was imagining I were in the ferris wheel. 
This work is in ABA' form. There are two main motives in this piece, appearing 
respectively in sections A and B. Both motives recurr in the last section. 
In section A, it opens with the bassoon and other instruments of the woodwinds�There 
is an emersion of "call and response" among the instruments. The role of the strings in 
this section is to add colors to accompany the activities of the woodwinds�Pizzicato 
and harmonics are usually used among the strings. 
In section B, it starts with the tarn tarn and the tubular bells, which serve as two 
important characters throughout the piece. The trumpet with wa wa mute followed by 
the English hom and bassoon, first introduces the 5-note second motive. After the 
introduction, the trombone further develops the motive and constructs the texture of 
the piece. However, it does not come to a climax, it is then followed by a slow 
movement. Starting with horns and clarinets, the slow movement intensifies the 
motivic development by the strings and harp in later section. 
The last section mainly includes materials taken from the previous two sections. The 
music eventually rounds up with a tutti, from which a fanfare-like atmosphere 
generated. 
Duration： 6 minutes 
Instrumentation: 
1 Piccolo 
二 1 Flute 
1 Oboe 
1 English Horn 
2 Clarinets in Bb 
1 Bassoon 
1 Double Bassoon 
2 Horns in F 
2 Trumpets in Bb 
1 Tenor Trombone 
1 Bass Trombone 
1 Tuba 
Timpani 
Percussion I: Tarn Tarn, Marimba, Tubular Bells 
Percussion II: Triangle, Suspended Cymbal, Cymbal, Tarn Tarn 
1 Harp 
14 1 St Violins 
12 2nd Violins 
10 Violas 
8 Cellos 
6 Double Bass 
This score is written as sounding except the transposing 
instruments and the indefinite-pitch percussions. 
Tine Kerns WReel V^ miasVa 
KWAN Lai-yan, Livia 
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